RDA IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

PLAN4ALL AS THE COORDINATOR OF RDA NODE IN CZE

ABOUT PLAN4ALL
The Czech node is managed by the Plan4all association and its members in the Czech Republic (currently 19 organisations). Plan4all is one of the key Czech drivers of innovation in EU projects. Within 3 years, Plan4all got involved in 5 H2020 projects, mainly in the agriculture and transport domain. Plan4all closely cooperates with other organisations that are involved in the key tracks of research agendas of the EU and national priorities.

KEY ACTIVITIES
The key priority topic of the node is precision agriculture as this is the key area of Plan4all involvement in RDA (via the RDA Agricultural Data IG). Plan4all is sustaining and further enhancing results of multiple research and innovation projects. Plan4all conducts research and experimental development and transfers results of such activities into practice. The main objective of Plan4all is to offer open data for reuse in research, development & business innovation in the following areas: precision agriculture, transport, spatial planning, smart cities, smart mobility, traffic modelling, sensor data...

PLANNED KPIs
- Increase number of RDA members in the Czech Republic by 100% (not limited to agriculture domain)
- 2000 researchers reached by communication channels - handed flyers at conferences, audiences at events with active participation – will be an estimate based on the number of flyers handed out and approximate number of people at the audiences
- Fostering the adoption of RDA outputs
- 4 events run during project duration:
  - 2 conferences/workshops
  - 2 hackathons – hands-on events full of data, standardisation and collaboration of data geeks and practitioners. This will be organised in the frame of the INSPIRE Hackathons organised by Plan4all and other EU projects (for more details, please go to https://www.plan4all.eu/inspire-hackathon/)
- Monthly updates to the national node page
- Active involvement in 10 working groups or interest groups of RDA
- 20 contacts made and maintained
- A sustainability plan and a plan for adoption of RDA outputs/recommendations or ICT specifications

EXPECTATIONS
The node activities will support the consolidation of the RDA Czech community and thereby foster the country strong international connections. Plan4all will create a knowledge base about RDA in the Czech Republic and foster the adoption of RDA outputs.